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1. INTRODUCTION
w xA famous example of Nagata N1, Ex. 7, pp. 209]211 , which first
w xappeared in his 1958 paper N2 , demonstrates the existence of a normal
local Noetherian domain A which is analytically reducible; i.e., the com-
pletion of A with respect to the powers of its maximal ideal is not an
integral domain. Constructions of a similar nature to that used by Nagata
w xhave been given in BR1, BR2, H1, O1, O2, R1, R2, W . This technique
has been extremely useful for providing examples of interesting local
Noetherian integral domains.1
w xIn HRS, HRW2 and in the present paper we examine this type of
construction systematically and in more generality. In particular we study
under what circumstances the construction results in a domain which is
Noetherian, excellent, or realizable as a directed union of localized polyno-
mial rings.
For the constructions in this series of papers, it is helpful to keep in
mind a basic concrete example of an excellent normal local domain of
w xdimension two: namely the localized polynomial ring R s k x, y in x, y .
Ãtwo variables x and y over a field k; in this case the completion R is the
ww xxformal power series ring k x, y .
 .More generally in this section, we use the following notation: Let R, m
be a Noetherian semilocal domain with field of fractions K and m-adic
Ã .completion R, m , where m denotes the Jacobson radical of R.Ã
 .Let t , . . . , t be indeterminates over R and let S, n denote the local-1 n
w xized polynomial ring R t , . . . , t . Suppose that a is an ideal in1 n m, t , . . . , t .1 nÃthe n-adic completion S of S such that the associated primes of a are in
the generic formal fiber of S, i.e., each associated prime of a intersects S
 .  .in 0 . Then the fraction field Q S of S canonically embeds in the fraction
Ã Ã .  .ring of Sra. We define the integral domain A [ Q S l Sra . It is clear
that A is a local birational extension domain2 of S.
The intersection domain A is the focus of our study; a wide variety of
local domains A which contain a coefficient field k and which have finite
transcendence degree over k can be obtained in this way. In particular this
 .technique has provided normal local domains A = k, with tr.deg A - `,k
such that A is Noetherian but not excellent, and has provided other
domains A which are non-Noetherian.
Certainly some ``non-standard'' local Noetherian rings are not obtained
by the technique described above. These examples, however, at least as
1 w xSee the introduction to HRW1 for more details.
2 We say an extension domain of S is birational over S if it is contained in the fraction field
of S.
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w  . xconstructed in N1, E3.1 , pp. 206]209; H2, H3; L; R3 , are not of finite
transcendence degree over a coefficient field.
In our use of the basic construction, we consider elements t , . . . , t of1 s
Ãthe completion R of R which are algebraically independent over K. We
Ã .study the intersection ring A [ K t , . . . , t l R. The ring A may also be1 s
Ã .  . w xviewed as Q S l Sra , where S s R t , . . . , t is a localized1 s m, t , . . . , t .1 sÃpolynomial ring over R, S is the completion of S with respect to its
 . maximal ideal m, t , . . . , t S, and a is the prime ideal a [ t y t , . . . , t1 s 1 1 s
Ã Ã.y t S. The ring A is the set of all fractions frg g R, where f ss
 .  . w xf t , . . . , t and g s g t , . . . , t g R t , . . . , t . In order to un-1 s 1 s 1 s m, t , . . . , t .1 s
derstand the intersection ring A, we investigate the arithmetic properties
w xof the elements of the localized polynomial ring R t , . . . , t1 s m, t , . . . , t .1 sÃinside the complete local ring R.
w xIn the first paper of this series, HRW1 , we consider the case where no
w xadditional divisors occur, that is, A s R t , . . . , t . For example,1 s m, t , . . . , t .1 s
if k is a countable field and R is the two-dimensional regular local domain
w x w xk x, y , we show in HRW1 that there exist subfields L of the fraction x, y .
Ã Ãww xxfield of R s k x, y such that A [ L l R is a localized polynomial ring
Ãin infinitely many variables over k. In particular, L l R may be non-
w xNoetherian. The setup in HRW1 , however, is not appropriate for the
construction of new Noetherian rings.
w xIn the second paper, HRW2 , the algebraically independent elements$
U .  .t , . . . , t are chosen in the y -adic completion R , y [ R of R, .1 s
 .where y g m is a nonzero element. With this setting, the y -adic comple-
tion of A is always canonically isomorphic to RU. Moreover, A birationally
dominates,3 but is not essentially of finite type over the localized polyno-
w xmial ring B [ R t , . . . , t .0 1 s m, t , . . . , t .1 s
w xIn HRW2 we introduce several ``limit-intersecting'' conditions in order
to analyze the birational domination of A over B . Associated with the0
 4`representation of the t as power series in y there is a directed set Bi n ns1
of localized polynomial rings in s variables over R such that Bnq1
birationally dominates B . The local ring B s D` B is birationallyn ns1 n
w xdominated by A. A main goal of HRW2 and the present paper is to
analyze the structure of the rings B and A.
In the present paper we show:
 .  .1 If B is Noetherian, then B s A Proposition 2.2.3 .
3 We say a semilocal ring D dominates its semilocal subring C if each maximal ideal of D
lies over a maximal ideal of C and each maximal ideal of C is the contraction of a maximal
ideal of D.
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 .2 If B is Noetherian, then the t are ``primarily'' limit-intersecting,i
the strongest of the limit-intersecting conditions Definition 2.5 and Re-
.mark 2.6.3 .
 . U3 If t , . . . , t g yR are primarily limit-intersecting, then B is1 s
 . 4Noetherian and B s A Theorem 2.12 .
 .4 The condition B s A does not imply that B is Noetherian even
if s s 1. In Section 4 we present a specific example where B is not
.Noetherian but B s A.
Partial results are obtained in Section 3 on descent of excellence from RU
to A.
In Section 2 we consider a Noetherian semilocal domain R with Jacob-
son radical m and field of fractions K. Let y be a nonzero element of m
U  .and let R be the y -adic completion of R. We define the concept of
``primarily limit-intersecting in y over R'' for an element t g yRU which is
 .  .algebraically independent over K and, along with the results 1 and 2
listed above, we prove in Theorem 2.12 that t , . . . , t g yRU algebraically1 s
independent over K are primarily limit-intersecting in y over R if and only
 . Uif A [ K t , . . . , t l R is simultaneously Noetherian and a directed1 s
union of localized polynomial rings in s variables over R.
In Section 3 we describe a construction for intermediate domains C
between R and B. In Theorem 3.2 we give equivalent conditions for the
 .Noetherian property to pass from B to C. We observe in 3.3 that if k is a
field and x , . . . , x , y are indeterminates over k, then elements t , . . . , t1 r 1 s
ww xx  .g yk y which are algebraically independent over k y are primarily
w x  .limit-intersecting in y over k x , . . . , x , y . We use this in 3.41 r  x , . . . , x , y .1 r
to discuss two classical examples. In particular, Theorem 3.2 provides a
relatively easy new proof that the pseudo-geometric non-excellent domain
w xconstructed in R1 is Noetherian. In Theorem 3.7 we give equivalent
conditions for excellence to pass from B to C.
We present in Section 4 an example of a specific excellent regular local$
 .  .ring R, m and an element t g R , m which is residually limit-intersecting
over R, but fails to be primarily limit-intersecting over R. This means that,
Ã .although the intersection ring A s K t l R is well understood in the
sense that we know what is in A, A fails to be Noetherian.
4 We originally proved this result in the case where R is excellent and we have only one t ,i
w xi.e., where s s 1. A suggestion of the referee to use a result of Heitmann in H1 has allowed
us to extend the result to finitely many t and a situation where R is assumed only to bei
Noetherian.
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2. PRESERVING NOETHERIAN UNDER DIRECTED UNIONS
OF LOCALIZED POLYNOMIAL EXTENSIONS
Setting 2.1. Let R be a Noetherian semilocal domain of dimension
d ) 0 with Jacobson radical m and fraction field K. Let y g m be a$
U  .  .nonzero element, let R s R , y be the y -adic completion of R, and .
U Uw x U 5 Ulet R s R 1ry . Suppose t , . . . , t g yR are regular elements of Ry 1 s
that are algebraically independent over K. We consider the localized
polynomial ring
w xB [ R t , . . . , t , .m , t , . . . , t0 1 s 1 s
 .where ``localization at m, t , . . . , t '' denotes localization at the comple-1 s
ment of the union of the finitely many maximal ideals of the polynomial
w x U ring R t , . . . , t which are the contraction of a maximal ideal of R or,1 s
 . .equivalently, which contain t , . . . , t and lie over a maximal ideal of R .1 s
 .It is clear that B is a Noetherian semilocal domain with dim B s0 0
 . Udim R q s such that R dominates B and B dominates R.0 0
For every g g RU and every n ) 0, we define the nth-endpiece g withn
respect to y of g to be
` `
jyn jg [ c y , where g [ c y and each c g R . 2.1.1 . n j j j
jsnq1 js1
In particular, we represent each of the t by a power series expansion in y;i
we use these representations to obtain for each positive integer n the
nth-endpieces t and corresponding nth-polynomial ring U and nth-in n
localized polynomial ring B :n
` `
j jynFor 1 F i F s, and t [ a y , where the a g R , t [ a y , i i j i j in i j
js1 jsnq1
w x w xU [ R t , . . . , t and B [ R t , . . . , t , .m , t , . . . , tn 1n sn n 1n sn 1 n sn
for each n g N.
w x  .Here the ``localization of R t , . . . , t at m, t , . . . , t '' is interpreted1n sn 1n sn
as for B . We have a birational inclusion of polynomial rings U ; U0 n nq1
and the localized polynomial ring B birationally dominates B . Wenq1 n
define
`
lim UB [ B s ª B and A [ K t , . . . , t l R . 2.1.2 .  .D n n 1 s
ns0
5We say an element of a ring is a regular element if it is not a zero divisor.
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It is readily seen that A birationally dominates B. We say that the t havei
good limit-intersecting beha¨ior if B s A.
 .We observe the following properties of y -adic completions and an
implication of this concerning good limit-intersecting behavior.
 . UPROPOSITION 2.2. Assume the notation and setting of 2.1 , and let B
U  .and A denote the y -adic completions of B and A. Then
 . k k U k k U1 y A s y R l A and y B s y R l B for each positi¨ e integer k.
 . k k k2 For each positi¨ e integer k, Rry R s Bry B s Ary A s
RUry kRU ; thus BU s AU s RU.
 . U3 If B is Noetherian, then R is faithfully flat o¨er B and B s A.
Proof. We have R ; B : A : RU. Since R is Noetherian, RU is faith-
fully flat over R and hence y kRU l R s y kR and Rry kR s RUry kRU for
U  . keach positive integer k. Furthermore, A s R l K t , . . . , t implies y A1 s
k U k k U  .  .s y R l A. It is clear that y B : y R l B, thus to prove 1 and 2 , it
suffices to show y kRU l B : y kB. Moreover, if yRU l B s yB, it follows
k U k U  ky1 U .that y R l B s y R l yB s y y R l B , and by induction we see
that y kRU l B s y kB. Thus we show yRU l B : yB.
Let g g yRU l B. Then there is a positive integer n with g g B and byn
multiplying g by a unit of B if necessary, we may assume that g gn
w x  .R t , . . . , t . Write g s r q g where g g t , . . . , t B and r g R.1n sn 0 0 0 1n sn n 0
From the definition of t , we have t s yt q a y, for each i within in inq1 in
1 F i F s. Thus r g yRU l R s yR, t B : yB , and g g yB. This0 in n nq1
 .  .  .completes the proof of 1 and 2 . For 3 , observe that if B is Noetherian,
U U  .then B s R is faithfully flat over B and hence B s K t , . . . , t l1 s
UR s A.
 .With the notation and setting of 2.1 , the representation of the t asi
power series in y with coefficients in R is, in general, not unique.
 .However, as we observe in 2.3 , the rings B and B are uniquelyn
determined by the t .i
 .PROPOSITION 2.3. Assume the notation and setting of 2.1 . Then B and
the B are independent of the representation of the t as power series in y withn i
coefficients in R.
Proof. For 1 F i F s, assume that t and v s t have representationsi i i
` `
j jt s a y and v s b y , i i j i i j
js1 js1
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where each a , b g R. We define the nth-endpieces t and v as ini j i j in in
 .2.1.1 :
` `
jyn jynt s a y and v s b y . in i j in i j
jsnq1 jsnq1
Then we have
` n ` n
j j n j j nt s a y s a y q y t s b y s b y q y v s v .   i i j i j in i j i J in i
js1 js1 js1 js1
Therefore, for 1 F i F s and each positive integer n,
n n
n n j jy t y y v s b y y a y , in in i j i j
js1 js1
and so
n b y a y j .js1 i j i j
t y v s .in in ny
n  . j n U USince  b y a y g R is divisible by y in R and R s K l R , itjs1 i j i j
n n  . jfollows that y divides  b y a y in R. Therefore t y v g R. Itjs1 i j i j in in
follows that B and B s D` B are independent of the representationn ns1 n
of the t .i
The following elementary result on flatness is useful in considering the
rings B and their directed union B.n
Ã .PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume the notation and setting of 2.1 . Also let R
Ã Ãw xdenote the m-adic completion of R and R [ R 1ry . Then the following arey
equi¨ alent:
 . w x U1 The canonical injection f : B [ R t , . . . , t ª R is0 1 s m, t , . . . , t . y1 s
flat.
X Ã . w x1 The canonical injection f : B [ R t , . . . , t ª R is1 0 1 s m, t , . . . , t . y1 s
flat.
 . X w x U2 The canonical injection f : U [ R t , . . . , t ª R is flat.0 1 s y
X X Ã . w x2 The canonical injection f : U [ R t , . . . , t ª R is flat.1 0 1 s y
 . w x U3 The canonical injection u : B [ R t , . . . , t ª Rn 1n sn m, t , . . . , t . y1 n sn
is flat.
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X Ã . w x3 The canonical injection u : B [ R t , . . . , t ª R1 n 1n sn m, t , . . . , t . y1 n sn
is flat.
 . U4 The canonical injection c : B ª R is flat.y
Proof. We have
floc. f .f .U6 6 6 ÃU B R R .0 0 y y
Ã UThe injection f : B ª R factors as f : B ª R followed by the faith-1 0 y 0 y
U Ãfully flat injection R ª R . Therefore f is flat if and only if f is flat.y y 1
Similarly the injection fX: U ª RU is flat if and only if fX is flat, and u :0 y 1
B ª RU is flat if and only if u is flat. The injection fX factors throughn y 1
the localization U ª B and so f is flat if and only if fX is flat.0 0
w x `Now set U [ R t , . . . , t for each n ) 1 and U [ D U . Forn 1n sn ns0 n
n n i w xeach positive integer i, t s y t q  a y . Thus U : U 1ry , andi in is0 i n 0
w x w x w xU 1ry s DU 1ry s U 1ry . Moreover, for each n, B is a localization0 n n
of U , and hence B is a localization of U.n
We have
w x U w x U w x UB 1ry ª R is flat m U 1ry ª R is flat m U 1ry ª R is flaty y 0 y
w x U w x Um B 1ry ª R is flat m B 1ry ª R is flat.n y 0 y
Thus
c : B ª RU is flat m U ª RU is flat m fX : U ª RU is flaty y 0 y
U Um u : B ª R is flat m f : B ª R is flat.n y 0 y
w xIn HRW2 we study conditions on the t which we call ``limit-intersect-i
ing properties'' that are related to the condition B s A. In particular, we
define there the property of primarily limit-intersecting for t , . . . , t ,1 s
which is useful here.
DEFINITION 2.5. The elements t , . . . , t g yRU are primarily limit-inter-1 s
secting in y o¨er R if t , . . . , t are algebraically independent over K and1 s
w x Uthe canonical injection f : B [ R t , . . . , t ª R is flat. In0 1 s m, t , . . . , t . y1 s
 . X Xview of 2.4 , it is equivalent to assume any one of f , f , or f as defined1 1
 .in 2.4 is flat.
 .  .Remarks 2.6. 1 With notation as in 2.5 , if t , . . . , t are primarily1 s
limit-intersecting in y over R, then the flatness of RU over U sy 0
w xR t , . . . , t implies that every nonzero element of U is a regular element1 s 0
of RU.
 . U2 If R is a one-dimensional Noetherian semilocal domain, then R
is also one-dimensional Noetherian and semilocal. Therefore in this case
t , . . . , t are primarily limit-intersecting in y over R if and only if1 s
t , . . . , t are algebraically independent over K and each minimal prime of1 s
U  .R lies over 0 in U .0
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 .  .3 With the notation of 2.1.2 , if B is Noetherian, then t , . . . , t1 s
are primarily limit-intersecting in y over R. For then RU is flat over B by
 . U  .2.2.3 , and so is R . It follows from 2.4 that t , . . . , t are primarilyy 1 s
limit-intersecting in y over R.
 .We show in 2.7 that primarily limit-intersecting elements behave well
under certain residue class formations.
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let R be a Noetherian semilocal domain with Jacobson
radical m, let y be a nonzero element in m, and let RU be the y-adic
completion of R. Suppose t , . . . , t g yRU are primarily limit-intersecting in y1 s
o¨er R and that Q is a prime ideal of R with y f Q. Let denote image in
U UR rQR . Then t , . . . , t are primarily limit-intersecting in y o¨er RrQ.y y 1 s
U .  .Proof. The y -adic completion RrQ of RrQ is canonically isomor-
U U U .phic to R rQR . Therefore t , . . . , t are regular elements of RrQ .1 s
6We show t , . . . , t are algebraically independent over RrQ. Since1 s
w x U U U w x UR t , . . . , t ª R is flat and QR / R , we have QR t , . . . , t s QR l1 s y y y 1 s y
w xR t , . . . , t . Thus1 s
Uw x w xR t , . . . , t r QR l R t , . . . , t ( RrQ t , . . . , t . .1 s y 1 s 1 s
is a polynomial ring in s variables t , . . . , t over RrQ. Therefore t , . . . , t1 s 1 s
are algebraically independent over RrQ.
We show flatness of the map
UU Uf : RrQ t , . . . , t ª R rQR s RrQ . .  . y .m , t , . . . , t1 s y y1 s
U ULet P be a prime ideal of R rQR with y f P. The ideal P lifts to a
prime ideal P of RU with y f P and QRU : P. By assumption the map
w x Uf : R t , . . . , t ª R .m , t , . . . , tP 1 s P1 s
is flat. The map on the residue class rings
U Uf : RrQ t , . . . , t ª R rQR .  . . Pm , t , . . . , tP 1 s 1 s
 .w xis obtained from f by tensoring with RrQ t , . . . , t over theP 1 s m, t , . . . , t .1 sw xring R t , . . . , t . Hence f is flat.1 s m, t , . . . , t .1 s
 .THEOREM 2.8. Assume the notation and setting of 2.1 . Also assume
that s s 1 and that t s t g yRU is primarily limit-intersecting in y o¨er R.10
U  .Then B is Noetherian and B s R l K t .
6 We say that elements are algebraically independent over a domain if they are alge-
braically independent over its fraction field.
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wAs suggested by the referee, we use the same proof as in H1, Theorem
x1.4 and prove first the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.9. With notation as in Theorem 2.8, if P is a nonzero prime
 .ideal of B such that P l R s 0 , then there exists f g P, u g R, and a
 N .positi¨ e integer N such that P s fB : uy .B
  4.y1Proof. The localization D [ R y 0 B of B at the nonzero ele-
w xments of R is also a localization of the polynomial ring U [ R t .0 10
Hence PD is a principal maximal ideal of D and there exists a polynomial
w xf g R t such that PD s fD.10
We use the fact that B is the directed union of the localized polynomial
w x w x `rings B s R t , where U [ R t and U s D U . Hence P isn 1n m, t . n 1n ns0 n1 n
 .generated by its contraction to U. Let P s P l U . Since D s Un n PD 0 P0
 .and U is Noetherian, there exists u g R such that P s fU : u . Also0 0 0 U0
 .for g g U there exists a positive integer b g , depending on g, such that
y b g .g g U . Hence for g g P l U we have uy b g .g g fU .0 0
w  .x U UThe Artin]Rees Lemma N1, 3.7 applied to the ideals yR and fR of
the Noetherian ring RU implies the existence of a positive integer N such
that for m G N we have
m myN NU U U U UfR l yR s yR fR l yR .  .  . .
s y my N RU fRU l y NRU . .  .
 .We may assume that b g G N.
Suppose g g P l U. Then uy b g .g g fU : fU, so0
uy b g .g g fRU l y b g .RU s y b g .yNRU fRU l y NRU . .
Since y is not a zero-divisor in RU , it follows that uy Ng g fRU l y NRU.
Thus uy Ng s ft, where t g RU. Since we also have uy b g .g g fU, it follows
that y b g .yNft g fU, and therefore y b g .yNt g U, as f is not a zero-divisor
U b g .yN b g .yN U b g .yN  .in R . Therefore y t g y R l B s y B by 2.2.1 and so
 N .t g B. Hence for every g g P l U we have g g fB : uy . It followsB
N .that P s fB : uy .B
w xAs in H1, Lemma 1.5 , we have:
LEMMA 2.10. With notation as in Theorem 2.8, if each prime ideal P of B
 .such that P l R / 0 is finitely generated, then B is Noetherian.
w  .xProof. By a theorem of Cohen N1, 3.4 , it suffices to show each
 .  .P g Spec B such that P l R s 0 is finitely generated. Let P be a
 .nonzero prime ideal of B such that P l R s 0 . Since the localization of
B at the nonzero elements of R is also a localization of the polynomial
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w xring U [ K t , every prime ideal of B properly containing P has a0 10
nonzero intersection with R. Therefore the hypothesis implies that BrP is
 . Noetherian. By 2.9 , there exist u g R and f g P such that P s fB :B
N . Nuy . Since uy is a nonzero element of R, every prime ideal of B
containing uy N is finitely generated, so Bruy NB is Noetherian. Therefore
 N . w  .x nBr P l uy B is Noetherian N1, 3.16 . Since uy f P and P is prime,
we have uy NB l P s uy NP. Therefore Bruy NP is Noetherian. We have
uy NP : fB : P. Hence BrfB, as a homomorphic image of Bruy NP, is
Noetherian, and PrfB is finitely generated. It follows that P is finitely
generated.
Proof of Theorem 2.8. Suppose B is not Noetherian and let Q g
 .Spec R be maximal with respect to being the contraction to R of a
non-finitely generated prime ideal of B. Since RryR s BryB s RUryRU
 . `by 2.2 , we have y f Q. Since B s D B and QB is prime, we havens0 n n
QB is prime in B. Proposition 2.7 implies that the image t of t in BrQB
is primarily limit-intersecting in y over RrQ. But Lemma 2.10 then
implies that BrQB is Noetherian. This contradicts the existence of a
non-finitely generated prime ideal of B lying over Q in R. We conclude
U .  .that B is Noetherian. By 2.2.3 , we have B s R l K t .
Remark 2.11. The proof of Theorem 2.8 is essentially due to Ray
w xHeitmann. In his paper H1 Heitmann defines simple PS-extensions. For a
regular element x in a ring R and a formal power series in x transcenden-
tal over R, a simple PS-extension of R for x is an infinite direct union of
simple transcendental extensions of R. If R is Noetherian and T is a
w xsimple PS-extension of R, Heitmann proves in H1, Theorem 1.4 that a
certain monomorphism condition is equivalent to T being Noetherian.
Heitmann's monomorphism condition ensures that the element f in the
proof of Lemma 2.9 is a regular element in RU. In our definition of
primarily limit-intersecting the regularity of f in RU follows from the
flatness of the embedding B ª RU. Proposition 2.7 implies that if t isy lim 6 w xprimarily limit intersecting, then the ring U s R t is a simplen
PS-extension satisfying the monomorphism condition of Heitmann. In view
of Remark 2.6.3, Heitmann's monomorphism condition on the PS-exten-
sion determined by t is equivalent to t being primarily limit-intersecting.
The concept of primarily limit-intersecting however extends to more than
one element t .
 .THEOREM 2.12. Let R, m be a semilocal Noetherian domain and as-
 . Usume the notation and setting of 2.1 . Then t , . . . , t g yR are primarily1 s
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limit-intersecting in y o¨er R if and only if B is Noetherian. If this holds, we
also ha¨e B s A.
7  .Proof. If B is Noetherian, then by 2.6.3 , t , . . . , t are primarily1 s
limit-intersecting in y over R. Assume, conversely, that t , . . . , t are1 s
primarily limit-intersecting in y over R. It follows that t is primarily1
 .limit-intersecting in y over R. By Theorem 2.8, B 1 , the directed union
 .ring constructed with respect to t in 2.1 is Noetherian and is equal to1
U  .R l K t . It also follows that t , . . . , t are primarily limit-intersecting1 2 s
 .  w x.in y over B 1 cf. HRW2, Proposition 5.10 . Hence a simple induction
 .argument implies that B is Noetherian. By 2.2.3 , B s A.
That is, we have established the following implications:
 4t pr.lim.int. m B Noetherian « A s B .i
3. APPLICATIONS AND A CLASSICAL CONSTRUCTION
OF NOETHERIAN RINGS
We assume the following setting in this section.
 .Setting 3.1. Let R, m be a local excellent domain with fraction field K
and suppose that the s elements t , . . . , t g yRU are primarily limit-inter-1 s
 .  .secting over R in y Definition 2.5 . Define B as in 2.1.2 . Assume that B
 .is Noetherian and so equal to A by 2.2.3 ; that is,
lim U6 w xB [ R t , . . . , t s A [ K t , . . . , t l R . . .m , t , . . . , t1n sn 1 s1 n sn
 .Let t , . . . , t , ¨ be variables over R, let t denote the s-tuple t , . . . , t , and1 s 1 s
 .  .  . w xlet f t [ f t , . . . , t be a nonzero polynomial in m, t R t . Also let t1 s
 .  .  .denote the s-tuple t , . . . , t , let r [ f t denote f t , . . . , t , let S [1 s 1 s
 w x   . ..  w  .x.R t, ¨ r f t y ¨ , and E [ R f t . We have the followingm, t, ¨ . m, f  t ..
7  .  .We thank the referee for suggesting the approach via 2.8 ] 2.10 . Our original proof
required the stronger hypothesis that R be excellent and that s s 1, that is, that there be
only one primarily limit-intersecting element.
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commutative diagram of R-algebra injections:
f 6w x w xR ¨ S [ R t , ¨ r f t y ¨ . . . .  .m , ¨ m , t , ¨
6 6
m n1 1
f 6 w xE [ R f t R t .  .  .. m , tm , f t
6 6
m n2 2
f c U6 6w x w xR r s R f t B [ R t R . .m , r  . . m , tm , r 0 y
3.1.1 .
 .  .where m and n are the R-algebra isomorphisms defined by m ¨ s f t ,1 1 1
 .  .  .respectively, n t s t and n ¨ s f t , and m and n take t ª t . We1 i i 1 2 2
use the identifications established by the m and n throughout thei i
following and we identify the three maps f. With the same assumptions as
above we put
n n
j j nr [ f t y f a y , . . . , a y y .  n 1 j s j / /js1 js1
and let
`
lim U6 w x w xC [ R r s R r and D [ K r l R . . .  .Dm , r m , rn nn n
ns1
3.1.2 .
w xNote that C 1ry is a localization of E.
Now define J to be the ideal of S such that
w xJS s P g Spec S S is not flat over the ring P r . . .  . m , r 5Fy y y P
w  .x w xBy M1, 24.3 , J describes the nonflat locus of S over the ring R r ,y m, r .
that is,
P g Spec S P > J . 5y
w xs P g Spec S S is not flat over R r . . .  . m , r 5y y P
Since S is an integral domain, the ideal J / 0.y
 .We relate in 3.2 the Noetherian property of C to the ideal J.
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 .THEOREM 3.2. Assume the setting of 3.1 . Then the following are equi¨ a-
lent:
 .  .a The element r [ f t is primarily limit-intersecting in y o¨er R.
 . U Ub JR s R .y y
 .c The ring C is Noetherian.
 .d The ring C is Noetherian and C s D.
f
 .  w  .x.  .e The composition map E [ R f t ª S ª S or E ª Bm, f  t .. y y
is flat.
 .  .  U .Proof. a « b . Let Q g Spec R with y f Q. Consider the mor-
phisms
f c U6 6w xR f t R t R .  .  .. m , tm , f t y
 .as in 3.1.1 . After localization we obtain
f cQ Q U6 6
y1w xy1R f t R t R . .  . .  . c Qf ( c Q Q
Since c (f and c are faithfully flat, the morphism f is also faithfullyQ Q Q Q
y1 . Uflat and thus J ­ f Q . Hence for every prime ideal Q of R with
y f Q we have that JRU ­ Q. Therefore JRU s RU.y y
 .  .b « a . Consider again the morphisms
f cQ Q U6 6
y1w xy1R f t R t R , .  . .  . c Qf ( c Q Q
U  .where Q is a prime ideal in R with y f Q. By assumption b the
morphism f is flat and so is the morphism c , since the elementsQ Q
t [ t , . . . , t are primarily limit-intersecting in y over R. Thus the1 s
 .composition map c (f is flat and f t is primarily limit-intersectingQ Q
over R.
 .  .  .The equivalence of conditions a and c is established in 2.12 , and of
 .  .  .  .  .c and d in 2.2 . The equivalence of b and e follows from the
definition of flatness.
We use the following result in applications of Theorem 3.2.
ww xxPROPOSITION 3.3. If k is a field and if t , . . . , t g yk y are alge-1 s
 .braically independent o¨er k y , then t , . . . , t are primarily limit-intersecting1 s
w xin y o¨er R s k x , . . . , x , y .1 r  x , . . . , x , y .1 r
 . ww xxProof. By 2.6.2 , t , . . . , t g yk y are primarily limit intersecting in1 s
w x w x w x ww xx  ..y over k y . Thus the map c : U [ k y t , . . . , t ª k y s k y y . 0  y . 1 s y
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w x U Uis flat. We show that a : U m k x , . . . , x ª R is flat, where R is the0 k 1 r y
 .y -adic completion of R. The flatness of c implies flatness of
w x w xc : U m k x , . . . , x ª k y m k x , . . . , x . . .x 0 k 1 r k 1 r
 . ww xx w x w xww xxThe y -adic completion of k y m k x , . . . , x is k x , . . . , x y . Letk 1 r 1 r
w xww xx U  .D s k x , . . . , x y . Then R is the y -adic completion of D.1 r  x , . . . , x , y .1 r
The map a factors as b (c , where b is the canonical map ofx
ww xxw x  .k y x , . . . , x to the y -adic completion of D. Therefore a is flat.1 r
 .Remark 3.4. With the setting of 3.1 , Theorem 3.2 gives a necessary
 .and sufficient condition for the element f t , . . . , t s r to be primarily1 s
limit-intersecting in y over R and thus for the ring C to be Noetherian.
This construction applies to several classical examples:
 . w x1 For the example in N1, Example 7, p. 209 , let k be a field of
characteristic different from two, let x and y be indeterminates over k,
w x ` i ww xxand let R [ k x, y . Also let t [  a y g k y be transcendental x, y . is1 i
 .  . over k y . Let t and ¨ be new indeterminates over k and let f t [ t q
.2  .x . Let r [ f t . Theorem 3.2 applies since
2w x w xf : k x , y , ¨ ª S [ k x , y , ¨ , t r t q x y ¨ . .  .  .x , y , ¨ x , y , ¨ , t0
wis flat. The flatness of f follows, for example, from M2, Corollary 2, p.0
x152 because f is obtained by localization of a map where the coefficients0
 .2of the polynomial t q x y ¨ in the indeterminate t generate the unit
w x 8ideal of k x, y, ¨ .
 . w x2 For the example in R1 , let k be a field of characteristic zero, let
` i ww xxx, y, z be indeterminates over k, and let t [  a y g k y and1 is1 i
` i ww xxt [  b y g k y be power series such that y, t , t are alge-2 is1 i 1 2
w xbraically independent over k. Let R [ k x, y, z . Let t , t , ¨ be x, y, z . 1 2
 .  . .indeterminates and let f t , t [ t q x t q z . Theorem 3.2 applies1 2 1 2
since the morphism
w xf : k x , y , z , ¨  .x , y , z , ¨0
w xª S [ k x , y , z , t , t , ¨ r t q x t q z y ¨ .  . . . .x , y , z , t , t , ¨1 2 1 21 2
8 w x  . w xTo match the notation in N1 to our notation in 3.1 , note that k x, y in Nagata x, y .
 .  .corresponds to R in 3.1 , x in Nagata corresponds to y in 3.1 , w corresponds to t , s s 1, z1
 .corresponds to r, and the R in Nagata corresponds to C in 3.1 .
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wis flat. The flatness of f follows, for example, from M2, Corollary 2, p.0
x152 because f is obtained by localization of a map where the coefficients0
 . .of the polynomial t q x t q z y ¨ in the indeterminates t , t , gener-1 2 1 2
w x 9ate the unit ideal of k x, y, z, ¨ .
Remark 3.5. If k is a field of characteristic zero, x , . . . , x and y are1 r
ww xxindeterminates over k, and t , . . . , t g k y are algebraically indepen-1 s
 . w x  .dent over k y , then with R [ k x , . . . , x , y as in 3.3 , the1 r  x , . . . , x , y .1 r
 .rings A and B of 2.1.2 are equal; furthermore
w xB s A [ k x , . . . , x , y , t , . . . , t l k x , . . . , x , y .1 r 1 s 1 r
w xs V x , . . . , x , .y , x , . . . , x1 r 1 r
ww xx  .where V [ k y l k y, t , . . . , t is an excellent DVR of characteristic1 s
w xzero G, Chap. IV; R1, Folgerung 3, p. 108 . To show the equality, note
w xthat D [ V x , . . . , x is birationally dominated by B s A and1 r  y, x , . . . , x .1 r ww xxD and B have the same completion k x , . . . , x , y . Therefore D s B,1 r
ww xxsince they are both equal to the intersection of k x , . . . , x , y with the1 r
 .  .field Q D s Q B . Hence B is excellent in this case.
 .  .By 2.6 and 3.4 , t , . . . , t are primarily limit intersecting in y over R.1 s
 .With the notation of 3.1 , we examine conditions under which B is
excellent implies C is excellent.
 .Notation 3.6. Assume the setting of 3.1 . Also assume that B is
excellent. Consider the local injective morphism
f
w x w xR r ª S [ R t , . . . , t . .  .m , r m , t , . . . , t1 s 1 s
w xLet f : R r ª S denote the composition of f followed by they m, r . y
canonical map of S to S . Let H be the ideal of S such that HS describesy y
the nonregular locus of the map f , that is,y
y1w xHS s P g Spec S f : R r  . . .  .  .m , rF f Py y y yP
ª S is not regular . . 5y P
 .  . wIf P g Spec S and HS : P then f is not a regular map by G, IV,y y y P
x w x6.8.7, p. 153 . For an explicit description of the ideal H, see E .
9 w x  . w x w xTo match the notation in R1 to our notation in 3.1 , note that k X, Y, Z in R1 X , Y , Z .
 . w x  .  .corresponds to R in 3.1 , X, t , s , v in R1 correspond to y, t , t , r in 3.1 , Y q t0 1 2
 . w x  .  . .  . w xZ q s in R1 corresponds to f t , t s x q t z q t in 3.1 , and the ring R of R11 2 1 2
 .corresponds to C in 3.1 .
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 .  .THEOREM 3.7. Assume the setting and notation of 3.1 and 3.6 . The
following are equi¨ alent:
 .a The ring C is excellent.
 . U Ub HR s R .y y
 .c f is a regular morphism.y
 .  .Proof. That conditions b and c are equivalent is clear from the
definition of a regular morphism.
 .  .a « b . We have embeddings
F C GU ÃC ª B ª R ª R .
U Ã wSince C, B, and R are all excellent with the same completion R M1,
x  U .Theorem 32.1 implies F is regular. Let Q g Spec R with y f Q. After
localization the morphism
FQ
y1 y1C ª BC ( F . Q. C Q.
remains regular. Since y f Q the morphism F can be identified withQ
fQ
y1 y1w x w x y1R ¨ ª R t , . . . , t , ¨ r f t y ¨ [ S . . .  . .c ( f Q  .c Q1 s c Q.
y1 . U Ushowing that f is regular. Hence H ­ c Q . It follows that HR s R .Q y y
 .  .b « a . By Theorem 3.2 the ring C is Noetherian with y-adic comple-
tion RU. Therefore the completion of C with respect to the powers of its
Ãmaximal ideal is R. Therefore C is formally equidimensional. Hence by
w xM1, Theorem 31.6, p. 251 , C is universally catenary. To show C is
excellent, it remains to show that C is a G-ring. Consider the morphisms
F G( C ( F 6 ÃC ª B and C R .
w xIn view of M1, Theorem 32.2 it suffices to show that F is a regular
 . U  .morphism. Let P g Spec C . If y g P then R l Q C s C implies
U  . U UyR l Q C s yC. Therefore CryC s R ryR s RryR. Since R is excel-
Ã  .  .  .lent, the ring R m k P is geometrically regular over k P s CrPC . IfC P
 .y f P we show that for every finite field extension L of k P the ring
B m L is regular. Let W be a prime ideal in B m L which contracts to aC C
 U .prime ideal W in B. Then W lies over P in C. Let Q g Spec R be a
y1 . y1 .  .y1 .prime ideal with C Q s W. Since F W s C(F Q s P, we
know that y f Q and thus H ­ Q implying that H ­ W. Therefore the
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map
fQ
y1 y1w x w xR ¨ ª R t , . . . , t , ¨ r f t y ¨ . . .  . .c ( f Q  .c Q1 s
is regular. Since y f Q we have the identifications
fQ 6
y1 y1w x w xR ¨ R t , . . . , t , ¨ r f t y ¨ . . .  . .c ( f Q  .c Q1 s
5 5
FQ 6
C BP W
which imply that F is regular. Hence the ring B m L is regular. ButQ W CP
 .B m L is a localization of B m L. Therefore B m L is regular.C W W C CP
Thus F is a regular morphism and C is excellent.
 . w xRemark 3.8. 1 For the example in N1, Example 7, p. 209 men-
 . w xtioned in 3.4.1 , the map from R r ª S may be identified as them, r . y
inclusion map
fy2 6 w x w xE [ k x , y , t q x k x , y , t 1ry s S . .  .2 x , y , t y  . .x , y , tqx
 .   .2 .Let Q s x, t S and let P s Q l E s x, t q x E. Then PS is Q-y y
primary and properly contained in Q. Therefore the map f is not regular.y
 . w x  .2 For the example in R1 mentioned in 3.4.2 , the map from
w xR r ª S may be identified as the inclusion mapm, r . y
k x , y , z , t q x t q z .  .   . ..x , y , z , t qx t qz1 2 1 2
fy 6 w x w xk x , y , z , t , t 1ry s S . .x , y , z , t , t1 2 y1 2
w  . .xLet E [ k x, y, z, t q x t q z and let P be defined as1 2  x, y, z,  t qx . t qz .1 2
  . ..  .w x  .P [ x, z, t q x t q z E. Then S rPS s k y t , t r t t is a non-1 2 y y 1 2 1 2
regular ring, so f is not a regular morphism.y
4. AN EXAMPLE WHERE B s A IS NON-NOETHERIAN
w xIn HRW2 we study several limit-intersecting concepts for elements
over a normal local Noetherian domain R, including the primarily limit-in-
tersecting property and the weaker property ``residually limit-intersecting.''
 .We show in 2.6.3 of the present paper that if the ring B from the setting
 . Uof 2.1 is Noetherian then the elements t , . . . , t g yR are primarily1 s
limit-intersecting in y over R. In this section we present a specific example
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 .of an excellent regular local domain R, m of dimension three with
Ã . ww xxm s x, y, z R and R s Q x, y, z such that there exists an element
U U  .t g yR , where R is the y -adic completion of R, with t residually
limit-intersecting and not primarily limit-intersecting in y over R. In this
example B s A, but B is non-Noetherian.
w xWe recall some definitions and results from HRW2 .
DEFINITION 4.1. Let f : A ª B be an injective morphism of Krull
 .domains. Then f is called LF locally flat in height 1 if for every1
 .height-one prime ideal Q g Spec B the induced morphism on the local-
ization
f : A y1 ª BQ f Q. Q
is faithfully flat.
Using LF -morphisms, we define:1
 .DEFINITION 4.2. Let R, m be a local analytically normal Noetherian$
U  .domain and let y g m be a nonzero element. Let R s R , y denote .
 . Uthe y -adic completion of R and suppose that t g yR is algebraically
independent over R. Then t is residually limit-intersecting in y o¨er R if the
canonical embedding
U Ãw x w xf : R t ª R or, equivalently, as in 2.4 R t ª R . .  .m , t m , ty y
is an LF -morphism.1
wWe list a few properties of residually limit-intersecting elements HRW2,
 .  .x5.5 , 5.3 :
 .PROPOSITION 4.3. Let R, m be a local Noetherian analytically normal
Ãdomain and let R denote the m-adic completion of R. Let y g m be a nonzero
U  .element and let R denote the y -adic completion of R. For an element
t g yRU which is algebraically independent o¨er R, the following conditions
are equi¨ alent:
 .1 The element t is residually limit-intersecting in y o¨er R.
 . U U U2 Let P be a height-one prime ideal of R such that y f P and
U  .  U w x .P l R / 0 . Then ht P l R t s 1.m, t .
Ã Ã Ã Ã .3 If P is a height-one prime ideal in R such that y f P and P l R /
Ã .  w x .0 , then ht P l R t s 1.m, t .
 .4 For e¨ery height-one prime ideal P of R such that y f P and for
U U Ãe¨ery minimal prime di¨ isor P of PR resp. e¨ery minimal prime di¨ isor P
U UÃ Ã Ã.  .of PR , the image t of t in R rP resp. in RrP is algebraically indepen-
dent o¨er RrP.
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With the hypothesis and notation of Proposition 4.3, we define as in
 .2.1
`
it s t [ a y with a g R0 i i
is1
`
iynt [ a yn i
isnq1
`
lim 6 w x w xB [ R t s R t .  .Dm , t m , tn nn n
ns1
A [ K t l RU . .
We use the following results:
 .a In a Krull domain setting, if t is residually limit-intersecting in y
w  .xover R then A s B HRW2, 5.5 .
 .  .  .b If B is Noetherian, then by 2.2.3 , A s B, and by 2.6.3 , t is
primarily limit-intersecting over R.
We now present the specific example:
THEOREM 4.4. There exist an excellent regular local three-dimensional
 . ww xxdomain R, m contained in Q x, y, z , a power series ring in the indetermi-
 .nates x, y, z o¨er Q, the rational numbers, with m s x, y, z R, and an
 . Uelement t in the y -adic completion R of R such that
t is residually limit-intersecting in y o¨er R . 4.4.1 .
t is not primarily limit-intersecting in y o¨er R . 4.4.2 .
 .In particular, the rings A and B constructed using t and the process of 2.1
are equal, yet A and B fail to be Noetherian.
ww xxProof. We use the following elements of Q x, y, z :
2x xw x w xg [ e y 1 g xQ x , d [ e y 1 g xQ x ,
yw x w x w xs [ g q zd g Q z x , and t [ e y 1 g yQ y . .z
 .For each n, we define the endpieces g , d , s , and t as in 2.1.1 ,n n n n
considering g , d , s as series in x and t as a series in y. Thus, for example,
` ` n
i iyn n ig s a x ; g s a x , and x g q a x s g .  i n i n i
is1 isnq1 is1
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 .Here the a [ 1ri!. The d , s satisfy similar relations. Therefore fori n n
each positive integer n,
 . w x1 Q x, g , d birationally dominatesnq1 nq1  x, g , d .nq 1 nq1w xQ x, g , d ,n n  x, g , d .n n
 . w x w x2 Q x, g , d birationally dominates Q x, g , d , andn n  x, g , d .  x, g , d .n n
 . w x w x3 Q x, z, s birationally dominates Q x, z, s .nq1  x, z, s . n  x, z, s .nq 1 n
For our proof of Theorem 4.4 we first establish that certain subrings of
ww xxQ x, y, z can be expressed as directed unions:
 . ww xx  .CLAIM 4.5. For V [ Q x, g , d l Q x and D [ Q x, z, s l
w x ww xx U . U .Q z x , the equalities 1 ] 5 of the diagram below hold. Furthermore z .
w xthe ring V z is excellent and the canonical local embedding c : D ª x, z .
w x w xV z is a direct limit of the maps c : Q x, z, s ª x , z . n n  x , z, s .nw x  .Q x, z, g , d , where c s s g q zd .n n  x, z, g , d . n n nn n
 .Proof of 4.5 . By Remark 2.6.2, the elements g and d are primarily
w x  . U .limit-intersecting in x over Q x and thus by 2.12 , we have 1 x .
lim 6w x w xV [ Q x , g , d l Q x s Q x , g , d .  . .x , g , dn n n n
w xs Q x , g , d . .D x , g , dn n n n
U .By Remark 3.5, V is an excellent discrete valuation domain and 2 holds:
w x w xV z s Q z , x , g , d l Q z , x . . .x , z
w xAlso V z is excellent. x, z .
U . U . w xItem 3 is clear from 1 , and so V z is a directed union of the x, z .
four-dimensional regular local domains given.
U .For 4 , for each positive integer n, the morphism
w x w xQ x , z , s ª Q x , z , g , d .  .x , z , s x , z , g , dn n nn n n
is faithfully flat. Thus the induced morphism on the direct limits
lim lim6 6w x w xc : Q x , z , s ª Q x , z , g , d .  .x , z , s x , z , g , dn n n nn n n
is also faithfully flat. Now it was shown earlier that
lim 6 w xV s Q x , g , d  .x , g , dn n n n
lim 6w x w xand thus V z s Q x, z, g , d is faithfully flat over the x, z . n n  x, z, g , d .n nlim 6 w x w xlimit Q x, z, s . Since V z is Noetherian, it follows thatn  x, z, s .  x, z .nlim 6 w x  .Q x, z, s is Noetherian. Therefore by 2.2.3 , c is a directn  x, z, s .n
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FIG. 1. The rings of the example.
limit of c andn
lim 6 w x w xD s Q x , z , s s Q x , z , s . .  .Dx , z , s x , z , sn nn n
U .Now item 5 follows:
lim 6w x w xR [ D y x , y , z s Q x , y , z , s .  .x , y , z , sn n
w xs Q x , y , z , s . .D x , y , z , sn n
 . w x ww xxCLAIM 4.6. The ring D [ Q x, z, s l Q z x is excellent and R [ z .
w xD y is a three-dimensional excellent regular local domain with maximal x, y, z .
Ã . ww xxideal m s x, y, z R and m-adic completion R s Q x, y, x .
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 . w x  .Proof of 4.6 . By Valabrega V, Proposition 3 , D [ Q x, z, s l
w x ww xxQ z x is a two-dimensional regular local domain and the completion z .
ÃD of D with respect to the powers of its maximal ideal is canonically
ww xxisomorphic to Q x, z .
We observe that with an appropriate change of notation, Theorem 3.7
w x U  .applies. Let F s Q x, z and let F denote the x -adic completion of x, z .
F. Consider the local injective morphism
f
w x w xF s ª F g , d [ S. . . x , z , g , dx , z , s
w xLet f : F s ª S denote the composition of f followed by thex  x, z, s . x
 .  .canonical map of S to S . We have the setting of 3.1 and 3.7 where Fx
w xplays the role of R and V z plays the role of B. x, z .
By Theorem 3.7, to show D is excellent, it suffices to show that f is ax
regular morphism. The map f may be identified as the inclusion mapx
fx 6w x w x w xQ z , x , t q zt Q z , x , t , t 1rx .  .z , x , t qz t z , x , t , t1 2 1 21 2 1 2
6 6
m n
f x 6w x w x w xQ z , x , g q zd Q z , x , g , d 1rx .  .z , x , gqzd z , x , g , d
where m and n are the isomorphisms mapping t ª g and t ª d . Since1 2
w x w xw xQ z, x, t , t s Q z, x, t q zt t is isomorphic to a polynomial ring in1 2 1 2 2
w xone variable over its subring Q z, x, t q zt , f is a regular morphism, so1 2 x
 .by Theorem 3.7, D is excellent. This completes the proof of 4.6 .
An alternate proof that D is excellent, again using Theorem 3.7, is as
follows: The canonical embedding:
f
w x w xF s ª S [ F g , d 1 s y g q zd . . . . x , z , g , dx , z , s
may be rewritten as
w x X w xF s ª S [ F s , u , ¨ r s y u q z¨ . . .  .x , z , s x , z , s , u , ¨
X  .by means of an isomorphism identifying S and S . Let f s s y u q z¨ .
The ideal H of SX which describes the nonsmooth locus of SX over
w x  .  . XF s is given by the Jacobian H s ­ fr­ u, ­ fr­ ¨ , f s 1, z, f S x, z, s .
 w x.see, for example, E . Again by Theorem 3.7, D is excellent.
y  . UCLAIM 4.7. The element t [ e y 1 is in the y -adic completion R of
w xR [ D y , but t is not primarily limit-intersecting in y o¨er R and the x, y, z .
  ..ring B constructed using t and the process in 2.1 is not Noetherian.
Ã Ã .  .Proof of 4.7 . Consider the height-two prime ideal P [ z, y y x R of
Ã Ã ÃÃ ÃR. Now y f P, so PR is a height-two prime ideal of R . Then the idealy y
Ã w x  .Q [ P l R t contains the element s y t . Thus ht Q s 3 and them, t .
Ãw x  .canonical map R t ª R is not flat. Thus by 2.5 , t is not primarilym, t . y
 .limit-intersecting in y over R. By 2.6.3 , B is not Noetherian.
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For the completion of the proof of Theorem 4.4, it remains to show that
t is residually limit-intersecting in y over R. We first establish the
following claim.
Ã Ã ww xxCLAIM 4.8. Let P be a height-one prime ideal of R s Q x, y, z , and
Ã Ãww xx  .suppose P l Q x, y / 0 . Then the prime ideal P [ P l R is extended0
w xfrom Q x, y : R.
Ã Ã .Proof. We may assume P is distinct from 0 , xR and yR since these0
are obviously extended.
Ã ÃSince R is faithfully flat over R, P has height one. Similarly P [ P l0 1
Ãw xV y, z has height at most one since R is also the completion of x, y, z .
w xV y, z . We also have P l R s P , so P is nonzero and hence has x, y, z . 1 0 1
w xw xheight one. Since, for every n g N, s g Q x, y, z, s 1rx , the ringn
Ãw x w xw x w xR 1rx is a localization of Q x, y, z, s 1rx . Thus P l Q x, y, z, s has
height one and contains an element f which generates P . Similarly, for0
w xw xevery n g N, g and d are in Q x, y, z, g , d 1rx , which implies the ringn n
Ãw x w x w xw xV y, z 1rx is a localization of Q x, y, z, g , d 1rx . Thus P l x, y, z .
w xQ x, y, z, g , d has height one and contains a generator g for P . Let1
Ã Ã ÃÃ Ãww xx ww xxh g Q x, y be a generator of P l Q x, y . Then hR s P. The follow-
ing diagram illustrates this situation:
 .FIG. 2. Picture for proof of 4.8 .
Ã w xSUBCLAIM 1. g g P l Q x, y, g , d .
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r w xProof. Write g s g q g z q ??? qg z , where the g g Q x, y, g , d .0 1 r i
Ã Ã .  .  .Since g g P, we have g s h x, y f x, y, z , for some f x, y, z g
ww xx w xQ x, y, z . Since g is irreducible and P / zV y, z , we have1  x, y, z .
 .g / 0 .0
Ã .  .  . ww xxSetting z s 0, we have g s g 0 s h x, y f x, y, 0 g Q x, y . Thus0
Ã ww xx w x  .g g hQ x, y l Q x, y, g , d / 0 .0
w x w xTherefore gQ x, y, g , d , z s g Q x, y, g , d is extended from0
w x w xQ x, y, g , d , g s g g Q x, y, g , d .0
SUBCLAIM 2. If we express f as f s f q f z q ??? qf z r, where the f g0 1 r i
w x w xQ x, y, g , d , then f g Q x, y, g .0
w xProof. Since f is an element of Q x, y, s , z , we can write f as a
polynomial
ji j i w xf s a zs s a z g q zd , where a g Q x , y . . i j i j i j
 .  . j w xSetting z s 0, we have f s f 0 s  a g g Q x, y, g .0 0 j
Ã . w xCompletion of Proof of 4.8 . Since f g P l Q x, y, z, g , d , f s dg, for
w xsome d g Q x, y, g , d , z . Regarding d as a polynomial in z with coeffi-
w x  .  .cients in Q x, y, g , d and setting z s 0, gives f s f 0 s d 0 g g0
w x w xQ x, y, g , d . Thus f is a multiple of g. Hence g g Q x, y, g , by Sub-0
claim 2.
 .  .Now again using that f s dg and setting z s 1, we have d 1 g s f 1 g
w x  .Q x, y, g q d . This says that f 1 is a multiple of the polynomial g g
w x w xQ x, y, g . Since g and d are algebraically independent over Q x, y , this
 .implies f 1 has degree 0 in g q d and g has degree 0 in g . Therefore
w x w xg g Q x, y , d g Q, 0 / f g Q x, y , and P s fR is extended from0
w xQ x, y .
 .By 4.3 , t is residually limit-intersecting provided we show the fol-
lowing:
Ã Ã ÃCLAIM 4.9. Suppose P is a height-one prime ideal of R with y f P and
Ã Ã Ã .ht P l R s 1. Then the image t of t in RrP is algebraically independent
Ã .o¨er Rr P l R .
Ã . ww xxProof of 4.9 . Let P [ P l R and let p : Q x, y, z ª0
Ã Ã Ãww xxQ x, y, z rP; we use to denote the image under p . If P s xR, then we
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have the commutative diagram:
6 6 Ãw x w xRrP RrP t Q x , y , z rP .0 0
( ( (
6 6 6
6 6w x w x w x w xQ y , z Q y , z t Q y , z . .  .y , z y , z
w xSince t is transcendental over Q y, z , the result follows in this case.
Ã ÃFor the other height-one primes P of R, we distinguish two cases:
Ã ww xx  .Case 1. P l Q x, y s 0 .
Ãw xLet P [ V y, z l P. We have the following commutative dia-1  x, y, z .
gram of local injective morphisms,
6 6 Ãw x w xRrP V y , z rP Q x , y , z rP .x , y , z0 16 6
6w x w xV y Q x , y , .x , y
w x w x ww xxwhere V y, z rP is algebraic over V y . Since t g Q x, y is x, y, z . 1  x, y .
Ãw x ww xxtranscendental over V y , its image t in Q x, y, z rP is transcenden- x, y .
w xtal over V y, z rP and thus is transcendental over RrP . x, y, z . 1 0
Ã ww xx  .Case 2. P l Q x, y / 0 .
ÃIn this case, by Claim 4.8, the height-one prime P [ P l R is extended0
w x w xfrom a prime ideal in Q x, y . Let p be a prime element of Q x, y such
Ã . w xthat p s P l Q x, y . We have the inclusions,
Ã Ãw xG [ Q x , y r p ¨ RrP ¨ RrP , . .x , y 0
lim 6 w x  .where RrP s Q x, y, z, s r p has transcendence degree0 n  x, y, z, s .nw xF 1 over G z . It suffices to show that s and t are algebraically x, y, z .
 . w xindependent over the fraction field Q x, y, z of G z .
Ä ÄLet G be the integral closure of G in its fraction field and let H [ Gn
Ä Ãbe a localization of G at a maximal ideal n such that the completion H of
Ã Ã X Ã Ã .H is dominated by the integral closure RrP of RrP.
w x w xNow H z has transcendence degree at least one over Q z . Also since
Ã w x w xP l Q x, y / 0, the transcendence degree of Q x, y and so of H is at
w xmost one over Q. Thus H z has transcendence degree exactly one over
 . w xQ z . There exists an element t g H that is transcendental over Q z and
is such that t generates the maximal ideal of the DVR H. Then H is
w x ww xxalgebraic over Q t and H may be regarded as a subring of C t , where C
is the complex numbers. In order to show that s and t are algebraically
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w xindependent over G z , it suffices to show that s and t are algebraically
w xindependent over H z and thus it suffices to show that these elements are
 .algebraically independent over Q t, z . Thus it suffices to show that s and
 .t are algebraically independent over C t, z .
We have the setup shown in the following diagram:
2w x ww xxBy Ax , if x, x , y g tC t are linearly independent over Q, then
22 x x ytrdeg C t x , x , y , e , e , e G 3. .  . /C t .
2  .Since x, x , and y are in H, these elements are algebraic over Q t .
2Therefore if x, x , y are linearly independent over Q, then the exponential
2x x y  .functions e , e , e are algebraically independent over Q t and hence s
 .and t are algebraically independent over G z .
2We observe that if x, x , y g tH are linearly dependent over Q, then
there exist a, b, c g Q such that
2 w xlp s ax q bx q cy in Q x , y ,
w x  .  .where l g Q x, y . Since p / x , we have c / 0. Hence we may assume
c s 1 and lp s y y ax y bx2 with a, b g Q. Since y y ax y bx2 is irre-
w xducible in Q x, y , we may assume l s 1. Also a and b cannot both be 0
2Ãsince y f P. Thus if x, x , y g tH are linearly dependent over Q, then we
may assume
p s y y ax y bx2 for some a, b g Q not both 0.
It remains to show that s and t are algebraically independent over
2 .G z provided that p s y y ax y bx , that is,
2y s ax q bx , for a, b g Q, not both 0.
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w xw x  .Suppose h g G z u, ¨ , where u, ¨ are indeterminates and that h s , t s
0. This implies
2 2x x a xqb xh e q ze , e s 0. .
2 2a x x a b x x x .  .We have e s e and e are algebraic over G z, e , e since a and
b are rational. By substituting z s 0 we obtain an equation over G,
2x a xqb xh e , e s 0 .
2which implies that b s 0 since x and x are linearly independent over Q.
Now the only case to consider is the case where p s y q ax. The equation
we obtain then is
2x x a xh e q ze , e s 0 .
2xwhich implies that h must be the zero polynomial, since e is transcen-
xw xdental over the algebraic closure of the fraction field of G z, e . This
completes the proof of Claim 4.9 and thus the proof of Theorem 4.4.
Remark 4.10. With notation as in Theorem 4.4, let u, ¨ be indetermi-
Ãww xx  .nates over Q x, y, z . Then the height-one prime ideal Q s u y t in
ww xxQ x, y, z, u is in the generic formal fiber of the excellent regular local
w xring R u and the intersection domain x, y, z, u.
Ã Ãw xK u l Q x , y , z , u rQ ( K t l R , .  .
where K is the fraction field of R, fails to be Noetherian. In a similar
Ã .fashion this intersection ring K t l R may be identified with the follow-
Ã  .ing ring: Let U s u y t , ¨ y s be the height-two prime ideal in
ww xxQ x, y, z, u, ¨ which is in the generic formal fiber of the polynomial ring
w xQ x, y, z, u, ¨ . Then we have x, y, z, u, ¨ .
Ã Ãw xQ x , y , z , u , ¨ l Q x , y , z , u , ¨ rU ( K t l R , .  . . .
and as shown in Theorem 4.4, this ring is not Noetherian. We do not know
Ãan example of a height-one prime ideal W in the generic formal fiber of a
Ã Ã .  .polynomial ring T for which the intersection ring A s Q T l TrW
w xfails to be Noetherian. In HRW2 we present an example of such an
Ãintersection ring A whose completion is not equal to T ; however, in this
example the ring A is still Noetherian.
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